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Hawaiian Airlines Improves
Internal Communications
with iMeetLive®
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CHALLENGE
With over 5,700 local and international
employees, Hawaiian Airlines needed a
webcasting solution to create an open line
of communication between its employees
and president.

SOLUTION

RESULTS

iMeetLive was deployed to drive more
effective communication with dispersed
employees, and to provide an enhanced
meeting solution for internal executive
communications.

With iMeetLive, Hawaiian Airlines has
improved its internal communications to
reach all employees, regardless of their
location or role.
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Large-Scale, Engaging
Meetings:
Connecting and engaging with such
a geographically diverse group of
employees is always a challenge. But
with iMeetLive, the company tries to
keep all employees connected from
Hawai‘i to across the globe. Each month,
Hawaiian Airlines’ Director of Internal
and Corporate Communications, Kevin

Improved User Experience:

For those who cannot attend, Hawaiian

iMeetLive combines an easy-to-use
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submit questions before the event starts.
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increase in the number of employees
attending and has received positive
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experience.
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communications—are consuming the

For those who cannot make these
webcasts because of time zone
differences or work obligations, Hawaiian
Airlines utilizes iMeetLive’s on-demand

new form of communications. According

recording feature to ensure the
president’s message is heard by every

Better Employee Engagement:

employee.

With iMeetLive, Hawaiian Airlines has
been able to turn an average town hall

“Webcasts provide a critical way to

meeting into an interactive event that

get strategic messages across to

is engaging for both the president and

all employees. Without iMeetLive,

attendees. During Hawaiian Airlines’

we’d be missing a key part of our

town halls, the president uses the Q&A

communications strategy: positioning

feature to open a line of communication

our executives directly in front of our

to the employees. PGi’s production

5,700 employees so they can learn

services team assists Hawaiian Airlines

about the company’s direction and ask

during the Q&A and chat sessions to

questions.”

ensure all employees’ questions and

— Kevin Imanaka, Director of Internal

feedback are heard.

and Corporate Communications

to Kevin, the company is beginning to
see more engagement with the frontline
employees, which is a major goal for the
airline.
“The engagement features that
iMeetLive offer are very complementary
to our strategic communications
goals. Creating an open line of
communication between our president
and our employees and showing them
how their work contributes to our
overall success is really a key part of
engaging our workforce,” said Kevin.
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